
Heirs of Abraham
(Galatians 3)

(The following is a partial translation of conclusions made by the late Reverend J.R. Wiskerke
in his book  Volk van God’s Roeping  (People of God’s Calling), Oosterbaan & Le Cointre,
Goes, the Netherlands, 1966 pp. 183-190. Typeset by Henrietta Raap. Translated by Dennis
Teitsma, 2002).

In his book Volk van God’s Roeping (1966), the Rev. J.R. Wiskerke deals with Rom. 9:1-9 and
Gal. 3:16. In summarizing the apostle’s intent of Gal 3:16, the Reverend Wiskerke makes four
conclusions.

1.He  states  (p.  183)  that  the  apostle  respects  the  collective  sense  of  the  word
“offspring/seed”. The covenant people, or the total offspring, however, is included in the
one patriarch. The multitude of seed is one in the one person of Isaac (Gen. 17).

2. With respect to the singular term of “offspring”, the Rev. Wiskerke writes that the
apostle viewed Isaac on a higher level than Ishmael. Only Isaac is the beginning of the
called covenant people. Ishmael will indeed become a people/nation (Gen. 17:20, cf.
21:13),  but outside of what is called offspring or seed (17:8).  Genesis 17 shows the
exclusiveness of the word “offspring”, for it is Isaac and not Ishmael (17:21). The Rev.
Wiskerke observes that we do so easily view two sons of Abraham and

 (quote) “then figure that we  must say that the extent of the true seed is limited and restricted.
However, the apostle Paul approaches this situation from a totally different perspective. He
reads Gen. 17:8 in the singular,  seed/offspring.  He  also  reads  that  Ishmael  will  become  a
nation. He points at the singular in 17:8 to contrast it  with the plural of peoples/nations that
descended of Abraham (via Isaac as well as Ishmael). He reads 17:8 in the context of God’s
revelation  to  Abraham.  As  such,  no  other  descendants  of  Abraham  are  eligible  for  the
inheritance of the covenant. God did only choose the ‘Isaac-people’, singular, and no more
than that people, exclusively. No “seeds” as if it would be: Isaac-people plus Ishmael-people,
but “seed”, that means only the Isaac-people.”

3. In the choice of seed, namely Isaac, “God created the subject of His own choice in His
good pleasure”. The choice was not between either the one or the other patriarch, but
God passed by the son of the flesh and made a covenant with the one son, who would be
born by His creative word of promise. In this way, the apostle views “Isaac as the herald
of the actual Messiah, the blessing-deliverer”. He goes on to say that God’s original
intent is revealed, for the miracle of the word is shown in Isaac’s birth (two powerless
parents). This points towards the Great Son of Abraham (Matt 1:1, 2, 16, 18 etc), when
the Word became flesh without man’s involvement. “Your father Abraham rejoiced at
the thought of seeing my day; he saw it and was glad” (John 8:56). The Rev. Wiskerke
concludes, 
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“Only Isaac was the address where God ‘temporarily’ deposited the promises meant for
Christ, His Son and anti-type. So the singular term ‘seed’ points to Isaac as well as to the
one  individual  Messiah,  who  was  legally  represented  in  Isaac.  If,  however,  the  seeds
(plural) (i.e. Isaac and Ishmael) were included, then God’s promised blessing would not be
on the way to the one Messiah, but to seed of both, Isaac’s and Ishmael’s.

4. The Rev. Wiskerke notes that “It is important that descendants in Gen. 17:8 do not
appear  as  partners  in  the  covenant  (accented  in  Gal.  3:7),  but  as  addressees  of  the
promises. Galatians 3:16a states that “the promises were spoken to Abraham and to his
seed”. The addressee is Christ. The Rev. Wiskerke writes,

(quote) “the anointed one, as Abraham’s only offspring who is entitled to deliver the blessing
(cf. Gal. 3:8, 14), does now distribute the inheritance to those who belong to Him. For ages it
was addressed to Him and it is only up to Him to hand it out. In that way, he turns believers
into brothers and fellow heirs, that is,  children  and  heirs  of  Abraham.  Gal.  3:29  speaks  of
seed, not the seed as in verse 19. This brings out a new qualification for children of Abraham.”
Heirs are justified by faith (24), as promised (22) in the Spirit (5), and a blessing to all nations
(8).  Without  the  “law”,  without  “blood relations”,  only  by  fellowship  in  Christ,  believers
possess Abraham’s blessing.

The Rev. Wiskerke then sketches a panoramic view of Gal. 3, translated as follows (pp. 188-
190).

The point of departure was that the Spirit was granted by “hearing in faith”, and not by
works of the law (2, 5). We could say, this initial contrast is worked out by the apostle in two
ways,  rather, the contrast faith–works is intertwined with the contrast between promise and
law. First the aspect of faith–works is addressed. Only faith participates in Abraham’s blessing
(6-9). He who expects it from works, does not acknowledge the curse of the law, for man is
incapable of fulfilling the law. The righteous will not live by acting and performing, but by
accepting and trusting (10-12). Then we must also point out what Christ accomplished, and
what He grants to believers in the form of inheritance (or promised goods). This is the second
aspect. The promise was mentioned already, “All nations will be blessed through you” (8).
Now Christ obtained that blessing and granted it to the believers in the way of inheritance
(13,14). In that way, faith  comes into the picture.  Although distinguished from law, faith
belongs to the primordial and continual intent of God’s work of salvation (15, etc.) Via the
Messiah, that unique address of promise and Inheritance (16, 19), via Christ,  the promised
blessing is now shared with believers (29). Again, it concerns  the gift  and possession of  the
Spirit (Gal. 4:1-11) as it did initially (3:2, 5). In this beautiful context,  verse  29  provides  a
conclusion about the second aspect, namely, the contrast of promise versus law.  This  is
similar to the conclusion in verse 7 with respect to the first aspect, the one of faith over against
works. In verse 7 it is understood to be, “that those who believe are children of Abraham.”
They are children without works of the law, without one drop of Abraham’s blood. Gentiles-
by-origin, become as  rich  as  Abraham,  because  they  follow  Abraham’s  faith.  With  the
promise and its history, the Messiah’s key position is illuminated, for sharing in Christ by faith
therefore means being granted the promised blessing of nations (29). It can also be said, that
verse 29 does again really address the fulfillment of the promise.  This  means,  however,  that
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the final underpinning of H.N. Ridderbos’ construction falls away. Verse 16 did exclusively
address the promise to the Mediator as the distributor of the blessing of all nations.  After  that,
verse 29 does then not limit the offer of the promised salvation, which originates from the
Mediator, for this text does only speak of the distribution of the promised good. Therefore, at
issue here is not the address, but the fulfillment of the promise. There is here then absolutely no
talk about a concept of a dual promise (twee-erlei belofte) that might arise from a fake or a real
contradiction between Gal.  3 and other texts,  namely Acts 2:39; Heb. 4:1; Heb. 10:26-39.
Christ is the universal heir of Abraham (Gal. 3:16) and, therefore, He is above all the Messiah,
who totally backs up the promise (Acts 3:25, 26). Furthermore, He is also the fountain from
which the benefits are indeed received (Gal. 3:29). Viewing Christ’s relation with the blessed
ones or the believers only in accordance with Gal. 3:29, minimizes  the  fullness  of  the
scriptural proclamation. The Messiah is also (and in no way less) present in the preaching of
the promise to Jew and Gentile. Acts 3:25, 26 makes this quite clear. Also in this text, the
blessing of the nations is explicitly mentioned (25). Christ, the great servant of God, is now, in
the proclamation, sent to the Jews first of all (later: the nations). He directs Himself to them “to
bless you by turning each of you from your wicked way.” Through the Spirit, the heavenly
Christ fulfills His service (“servant”, “sent”). The flowing stream of the proclaimed blessing
reaches Israel and other nations. It definitely runs along the riverbed of the congregation (cf.
Heb. 4:1; Heb. 10:26).

We must completely honour that service of the Servant, who is Lord. Therefore, it has now
become totally impossible to concede even one inch for the construction of a dual promise.
Christ criss-crosses all countries  and  He  brings  all  of  them the  one  and  only  message  of
blessing.

Finally, we will show that Gal. 3:29 has its own way of bringing up the kinship of Abraham, by
comparing a few bible texts. One can be seed of Abraham in several ways,

1. by descent: Luke 16:25 (the rich man in agony) John 8:37; Acts 3:25; cf. 2:39; Rom.
9:7, 8; cf. 9:5; Rom. 11:2

2. by believing like Abraham: Rom. 4:11 etc.; Gal. 3:7
3. by works: Matt. 3:8 etc. (fruits of repentance); John 8:39 (Abraham as example) James

2:21 etc. (faith and works)
4. by the creative power of the promise (for example: Isaac’s birth) shared in the blessing

of Abraham: Rom. 9:7-9; Gal. 4:28
5. via Christ, who distributes the inheritance of Abraham: Gal. 3:29 cf. 3:16, 19

Actually points 2-5 go together, for whoever believes like Abraham (2) shows fruits of faith
(3). He was regenerated by the power of the promise (4) and received the gift of the promised
Spirit (5). Therefore, there is quite a difference between number 1 and 2-5, or between being
descendants (seed), who are privileged to carry the address of the promise, and the seed, who
are recipients of the inheritance. The Gospel turns itself repeatedly against idolatry. The Gospel
preaches the ways of 2-5, and so it destroys the idolatrous trust in the blood of Abraham. The
way of the blood is the road whereby the word of promise marches on. Idolatry with ancestry
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means letting  go of the Word.  All  that  will  be left  is  the road itself,  without the word of
promise.

Rejecting the significance of ancestry (1) means unjustly abandoning the way of the blood as
the  road  for  the  Word  (individualism,  anabaptism,  equation  of  Jewish  people  with  other
peoples in the world, compare Rom. 11:28 etc).

Those, who are not serious about the call to faith (2) and so also touch 3 and 5, can easily
misunderstand 4 (regeneration) as an invitation to fatalism and passivism. He who does not
take  3 (living  faith)  seriously,  lapses  into  lawlessness  and antinomianism.  When 4 (God’s
sovereign work by His Word) is not acknowledged, then we come across the looming dangers
of pelagianism, semi-pelagianism, and remonstrantism. Each one of them accredits man with
an ability to possess goodness, and they rob God of His honour, that it is only He who works
salvation.

This rather crude scheme (1-5) shows already how the gospel is at stake, not only with the
varied,  overall  confessions of kinship with Abraham, but also with God. By means of His
covenant Word, God indeed presents (offers), but also distributes (gives) the blessing of Christ.
 

Other translations
 Construed Equilibria with respect to the Preaching of the Word  (Is striking a balance 

scriptural) by Prof. B. Holwerda

 Scriptural Differentiations concerning Faith by the Rev. J.R. Wiskerke

 The term Election in the Scriptures  by Prof. B. Holwerda

For additional copies, please contact  Dennis Teitsma,  222-5005

82 Cedargrove Crescent, Winnipeg, MB  R2C 4Y7 
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